L I S T E N I NG - A R C H I T E C T U R E
The mainstream adapted. Many tower block stations
evolved into legitimate stations or were swallowed by
other stations. A battle had been fought and in some
ways won. By the late 90s modes of communication
and sharing of media had radically changed.
Accessible broadband reshaped media. Napster
reached it’s peak usage during 2001. The previous
year, Radiohead’s Kid A head reached number 1 in
the US Billboard Chart, credited to the distribution of
the album through the P2P network. In the wake of

-mediated by Apple etc. The enormity of these media
platforms means that it is often difficult to escape
their confines.
We’re too often trapped into the complacency of the
screen. It’s a closed window. Lori Emerson writes
about the early days of computing and a time when
they were going to be flexible and shaped by each
user. Our interactions now are increasingly shaped
by algorithms predicting what we want to see or do.
Lori Emerson, Reading Writing Interface, From the digital to the bookbound. See
“From the open to the user-friendly” chapter.

*Sean Parker, co-founder of Napster went on to serve as Facebook’s founding president. Parker also invested in Spotify ahead of it’s US
launch and serves on the board. Parker could be heralded as the omniscient DJ of the 21st century -creating these large systems of media exchange -systems that allow us to consume seamlessly from the stream. Parker takes on an air of immortality when considering his
portrayal in The Social Network by Justin Timberlake, who himself went on to relaunch MySpace. Further to this point about JT, major
selling artists are still trying to gain control of the way music is shared and listened to e.g. Tidal (feat. JAy Z et al) resulting only to
further the impression that music is not really the important part, but clicking the right links and paying the right people is.

Napster were alternatives such as Kazaa, Limewire,
eDonkey and of course The Pirate Bay.
For a while it felt as though we were all pirates on
the digital sea, a sea shanty sang to the memory of
the old dial up tone. Blogging platforms provide(d)
vast archipelagos of dedicated fringe music. Troves
of torrent links for rare vinyl rips.
If we consider for a moment the term PIRATE. O.K
the pirate stations of the 60s, offshore pirate radiothey were in boats or disused forts. They were outside
of the law, in international waters. As the use of the
term persists through Tower Block mutinies and
it’s use today, other aspects of the pirate have to be
considered. For example, the nomadic culture of the
pirate, plundering and remixing. Pirate radio is the
cry of the outliers. Those still unseen by the colonial
mainstream. However, restricted by the physicality of
tower blocks, the need to draw power from the mains
and the limited range of the transmissions, these
pirates could be seen as a final outpost for the nomad.
The internet offers a psuedo nomadic experience, of
being anywhere at anytime. But as we know from
cartoons or Ralph Waldo Emerson- it’s the journey
that is important.

http://randomc.net/2014/09/24/hunter-x-hunter-2011-148/

Old jokes,
Dying as their
Words slip
Away

The old one about, how do you
make a Wireless?
First, you get six pieces of wire.
Then you take one away.

Guattari wrote about this; “Technological
development, and in particular the miniaturization of
transmitters and the fact that they can be put together
by amateurs, ‘encounters’ a collective aspiration for
some new means of expression.”
This quote is actually part of the wikipedia page about pirate radio.

Potential tips into nodes of reality, collected moments
of action. Some new expression; that answers the
needs that have no expression. It is new.
Complacency in the face of closed systems is
potentially dangerous. But it is also boring.
Listeners haven’t needed a dedicated radio for a
long time. Radios come with a car or television. The
tower block as antenna is replaced by myriad other
modes. Splintered, even more localised. The phone
loudspeaker, Snapchat, BBM, Firechat.
The video card in your computer is capable of producing
radio signals.
http://www.wired.com/2014/11/airhopper-hack/
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/pet2004-fpd.pdf
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/techreports/UCAM-CL-TR-577.pdf

Peer-to-peer networks put the power of the collective
to work. When it was first launched Spotify utilised
a combination of streaming and on-the-fly peer-topeer networking to ensure continuous playback. It’s
a mode of sharing that has been villainised and yet
is extremely robust.

S O U N D
The voices change.

The relative affordability of streaming now changes
again the politics of accessing media - by not requiring
the downloads of whole applications it’s possible
to access through more public locations. It gives
the listener the further illusion of anonymity and
transience.

Dead software, like old tunnels or corridors, collapsed and dusty / Old paths you’ll likely never walk / And yet they shape and echo / ominous / om

Podcasts and Youtube channels exist within the
same monitored legislation as licensed radio play,

Radio is listening to the air.
It’s feeling something beyond our senses.
Live radio voice,
Conditioned, Affected, Magic.
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Within a community there is a need to write it’s own
mythology and track change and desire. The local
pirate radio stations were doing this. They created a
platform within that space for the musical tastes of
that audience. The artists being played could also be
local acts.
The presence of the DJ is noticeable in recordings and
archive material. It’s a presence that is almost absent
from digital networks today. There are commentators,
like a phone in to an empty desk. The voice is open commanded by whoever visits.

The specific sound of
each station generates an
exclusivity and expertise
that the DJ can share with
the listener. Sonic spaces
that have their own history
and influences.

New rituals
In deep thought
She was staring
At nothing
In the sun light
And hearing
Words of all
Who walk by
Together and Alone.

Games utilise the radio trope with varying leanings
towards pirate broadcasts. For example, Jet Set
Radio Future, SSX, Burnout, Fallout, Saints Row,
GTA, Sleeping Dogs... in series such as GTA the radio
is a part of the open world. It has the appearance
of existing regardless of the players movements
around the map. However, the station is usually

“Phone-ins” The dial-a-poem John Giorno -was a new poet-audience interaction. (not Jean Giono who a decade before published The Man Who Planted Trees.) And not even Gino (the unthanked CQ ambassador)

Of course the DJ still exists and is there in different
channels. It’s that we seem to be conditioned to expect
it’s absence. There are algorithm’s working tirelessly
to present us with the content we hope to see.
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/25/the-future-of-algorithmic-personalization/

The DJ w as a p ar t of the com mu n ity
as we l l as b e i ng ap ar t f rom it.

communicating directly with the player (the NPCs
aren’t really listening) adding information to some
part of the narrative, a direct link to the real world,
and the player. In this direct, urgent communication
it is pirate.
*Gilles Peterson hosted a show on GTA V. Peterson came to prominence as a DJ on several stations during
the late 80s tower block movement and has been a crucial figure in the sharing of thesounds of diverse
communities and cultures around the world.

HOW WE SOUND

(HEARING VOICES)
The DJ is someones friend, brother, sister. The Pirate
DJ shares and develops the sound of a community.
Raves and house parties, advertised over the air. I
don’t doubt that the ex-Pirate DJ surely continues
remains a part of that community - and the fight
of the tower blocks was mostly won, I am looking
for the digital pirate DJ who can continue to create
positions of radical change stemming from a local
need, that new means of expression.
These are just splinters of the thought.
The computer was dying.
It would be slow
And painful.
youtube transcendance
youtube affect.

http://www.csc.kth.se/~gkreitz/spotify-p2p10/spotify-p2p10.pdf

Obvious in the transition from radio waves to the
internet is the absence of the DJ. A listener can surf
the blogs, hot linking blogrolls, scanning aggregators.
The listener has to be moving and selecting, making
choices the whole time. The DJ used to be there, with
us.
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The presence and being within the audience
community is a crucial part of radio mechanics. The
talkshow format. Voice. Listener interaction, call-ins,
imagined, silent, subjective. Online, it is difficult to
enter situations where control is given over in the
way you submit to the radio. Approximations can be
found in sites such as boilerroom.tv or 8tracks.com.
Small scale stations continue to broadcast, and create
radio enclaves of community. Eava FM for example,
broadcasts in Somali, Hindi, Gujarati, Swaheli and
Shona to list a few. These are programmes hosted
by local people and speaking to a local community. It
re-encounters that sense of nomadism and the radio
as sanctuary, outpost and trading point.
Travelling through undecipherable broadcasts. The
‘magic’ of tuning in to a radio station. There’s far
more in between in the conditions of radio. It’s not
simply nostalgia, but a leaving of space that isn’t there
when you access online content.

H E A R I N G - D R E A M S
How does music represent issues outside of music?
What does it feel like to be a part of a community
and say something to that community?
It isn’t about speaking back to the mainstream but
growing something in the space the mainstream
doesn’t reach.
Thinking about ways that new networks and
broadcasting platforms can be built that allow the
same kind of behaviours and interactions as that
thread of pirate radio- the act of protest around the
world in the last few years has generated several
possibilities. Dan Phiffers Occupy.here turns a wifi
router into a local forum for sharing messages and
files, disconnected to the WWW.

SWITCH YOUR WIFI TO
OCCUPY.HERE/DSFSFSDF
TO
JOIN
IN.
There will always be moments when the mainstream
loses attention, its back is turned or it misses a step.

The present DJ is
The DJ is presenting

The sound could be anything - it’s making the sound
- listening to it that’s important.
WHO
TUNE
THE
OUR
A

LISTENS
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UNBODIED
VOICE
OWN
MYTHOLOGY
SOUND
COLLECTION

Sampling, re-recording, overdubs. Electronic music
is reaching the end of it’s first century.

https://youtu.be/3RkerNaN-v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8jEkQ7FB8g

Too reliant on the friendly interface. Learning to
navigate the terminal.
Built out of local dialects, that special sharing of
language that builds and sustains a community - that
is the call of the pirates.
The Acousmatic voice today
Perceiving
Percepting
Intercepting waves
Catching, obstructing
Not really at all.

The great acousmatic experiment: HMV a trademark based on a dog listerning to the recordings of his late master.

This loss of the DJ is maybe related to the idea of the
acousmatic voice, that is, a sound whose source is
unseen/unknown. Radio, effortlessly responds to an
idea of magic. With dvr, netflix, iplayer, itv player, 4od
etc and +1 channels, the sport of tv channel hopping
has lost some of it’s sparkle -yet that surfing is still
there with radio- and probably a closer metaphor,
than surfing the web, surfing the radio is a glide left
to right and back again, you can hear the surf break
in the radio static, you cut across radio waves.
(http://www.netmom.com/images/stories/file/surfing_the_internet/surfing_the_internet.pdf surfing the
net origin)

The pirate radio movement provoked a mutation in
the mainstream media. What is at stake is the culture
of the community. Ignored for long enough, it is
forgotten or at the least becomes something else.
Collective expression is essential and something that
can seem untangible through digital constructs.
A Similar Dream
Voices
floated
told me
of this
place

and all

and through
them
we were connected
and
dreamed

“aaarh-coustics”

Is a computer

Is the cold caller
selling something
possibly not human
looking for someone
possibly you
no known source
a three letter koan
a bad connection.

The nomadic local radio providing local surrogates,
points of reference to other places -other cultures. It
exists on the airwaves, anyone can listen within that
space, but to understand you need to be a part of it.
To listen with the ears of the mainstream, is surely
among the great acousmatic adventures.
Digital waves are captured, made into static blocks,
copies and interpretation, less direct iterations. Avoid
closed-circuit clicking, trapped within a single body.
Speak to the people you live with. Collective rituals
are the identity of a city, it’s language, the fabric.
Instead of radio, just stand at the corner and speak.
Somewhere I heard ‘California Dreaming’ again and
it took me back to watching Chungking Express and
falling in love - and often music and sound becomes
that, just like a word pointing to a thing with varying
copmlexity. And then like a name they change, over
time, and encounters -repetition. And the ever
changing listener as subject, incapable of, unwilling
to, stay the same.
STATIC

BEINGS

